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Message:
Thank  you  Chairwoman Huffman, 
Vice-Chair  Hinojosa  &  Committee
Members.
My name is  Dr.   Jennifer   Cantú &
I’m  here  representing   myself 
and am against SB4.
I  live  in the  City  of Rosenberg
and  a  resident  of Fort Bend
County. According to 2020 Census
data, the City of Rosenberg is 78.6%
People of Color (POC). While,FBC,
one of the most diverse counties in
the nation is 70.4% POC.
Currently,  PLANS2100  splits  FBC
into  3  Senate districts.  This 
current map does  not adequately
served the residents of FBC or the
residents in the City of Rosenberg.
As a result, I decided to run for a
political office in FBC and saw
first hand the   need   for  greater  
investment   in   infrastructure  
with   minority communities having
the greatest needs that were not
being addressed.
This is why there is skepticism in
the political process and why
individuals do  not  show  up  to 
vote  because  they  cannot   elect 
a  candidate  of their choice.
Education is a state issue,
employment is a state issue, health
care is a state issue.  Until  we



are able  to   elect   a candidate
of  choice   who   actively
advocates and addresses the inequity
that is present in our communities,
we will never experience the change
and investment in our
communitiesthat we desperately need.
Unfortunately, my community is stuck
in the cycle of sending our money to
Austin, and not getting it in
return.
I was hopeful that this body armed
with 2020 Census data and  that the
Latino population contributed to a
49.5% increase in the Texas
population that fair maps would be
drawn. However, I was deeply
disappointed with PLANS2101, which 
packed communities of color into SD-
13  in FBC, and aggressively 
cracked the remaining communities of
color between SD-17 and SD-18 in FBC
essentially carving out   these 
communities   to   dilute   their  
interests   and   needs   in   favor  
of faraway rural counties that
insulate the incumbents in these
districts.
My standard is fairness, and where
it is rooted on the law, I am asking
you to follow the intent of the
rules. If you were, Fort Bend County
would not be split into 3 senatorial
districts.
Why was it divided - they were
divided for political reasons rather
than the best interest of the
community.
What  is  the purpose-  To  maintain 
power,  rater than  prepare  the 
next generation of Texas Leaders.
Your process has divided Fort Bend
County into 3 senatorial districts.
A fair process would have not.
Thank you,
Jennifer Cantu MD



Thank you Chairwoman Huffman, Vice-Chair Hinojosa & Committee Members 
 

My name is Dr. Jennifer Cantú & I’m here representing myself and am against SB4. I 
live in the City of Rosenberg and a resident of Fort Bend County 

According to 2020 Census data, the City of Rosenberg is 78.6% POC. While, FBC, one of 
the most diverse counties in the nation is 70.4% POC 

Currently, PLANS2100 splits FBC into 3 Senate districts. This current map has not 
adequately served the residents of FBC or the residents in the City of Rosenberg 

As a result, I decided to run for a political office in FBC and saw firsthand the need for 
greater investment in infrastructure with minority communities having the greatest 
needs that were not being addressed. 

This is why there is skepticism in the political process and why individuals do not show 
up to vote because they cannot elect a candidate of their choice. 

Education is state issue, employment is a state issue, health care is a state issue. Until 
we are able to elect a candidate of choice who affectively advocates and addresses the 
inequity that is present in our communities, we will never experience the change and 
investment in our communities that we desperately need. 

Unfortunately, my community is stuck in the cycle of sending our money to Austin, and 
not getting it in return. I was hopeful that this body armed with 2020 Census data and 
that the Latino population contributed to a 49.5% increase in the Texas population that 
fair maps would be drawn. However, I was deeply disappointed with PLANS2101, which 
packed communities of color into SD-13 in FBC, and aggressively cracked the remaining 
communities of color between SD-17 and SD-18 in FBC essentially carving out these 
communities to dilute their interests and needs in favor of faraway rural counties that 
insulate the incumbents in these districts. 

My standard is fairness, and where it is rooted on the law, I am asking you to follow the 
intent of the rules. If you were, Fort Bend County would not be split into 3 senatorial 
districts. 

Why was it divided _ they were divided for political reasons rather than the best interest 
of the community. 

 
What is the purpose- To maintain power, rater than prepare the next generations of 
Texas Leaders. 

 
Your process has divided Fort Bend County into 3 senatorial districts. 

A fair process would have not. 

Thank you. 
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